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Introduction

The growth in number of events, their attendance, and associated media coverage have contributed to a corresponding groundswell of interest in event studies (Baum, Lockstone-Binney, & Robertson, 2013). Since the mid-2000s, in part owing to Getz’s (2007) seminal work in the area, event studies have been widely explored in research, beginning with a plethora of management-related studies and progressing beyond to conceptual and theoretical explorations (Lamond & Platt, 2016; Page & Connell, 2012; Thomas & Bowdin, 2012). The popularity of event studies is unsurprising given the ubiquitous nature of events, with the general populace exposed to a myriad of organized events, ranging from small-scale, private celebrations to highly commercialized sport mega-events. The ubiquitous nature of events is greatly helped by their ability to make use of existing infrastructure, supplemented by the use of temporary structures designed and built especially. Often, events make use of public space and infrastructure, which makes adequate and effective event management imperative to the local community’s acceptance of an event.

Stemming from this management focus is a preoccupation on events’ instrumentality—that is, their ability to add value to allied sectors—instead of an examination of an events’ intrinsic value (Baum et al., 2013; Getz, 2012). As a relatively young field in comparison to the disciplines it typically draws on for study, Baum et al. (2013) noted the lack of acceptance of events as a recognized field of study. This is an observation shared by other scholars (Lockstone-Binney & Ong, 2019). Although early studies of planned events grew with impact assessments largely focusing on economic and financial gains (Kim, Boo, & Kim, 2013), its scope gradually broadened to include other aspects of management, especially in the areas of attendee and experience management (Kim et al., 2013), and marketing and operations (K. Park & Park, 2016). The temporal nature of events has not limited its scope of study; in fact, it has broadened to include other areas including event futures, trends, and forecasts (K. Park & Park, 2016).

An area that has received unprecedented attention has been the study of sport and mega-events. As various media and technological advances encourage greater viewership of these large-scale events, their significance and impacts have come under greater
Event management education, a field that is closer related to the second area, that of event management, which builds on the event design and production knowledge with extensions into experience and cohesion, the community aspects of event management. Further building on these two forms is that of theoretical and conceptual discourses emanating from event studies knowledge, incorporating the triple bottom line of sustainability (social, economic, and environmental) into discussions of events.

Addressing Getz’s (2012) call on event scholars to advance the field by assessing and interpreting literature from other fields and disciplines, there has been a steep rise in the growth of such event-related publications. At a journal level, there has been an increased number of event-focused journals, all of which have published an increasing number of articles at increasing frequency in recent years (K. Park & Park, 2016). Furthermore, extending to journals in related fields of leisure, sport, and tourism, more event-related research has been published through these related outlets (K. Park & Park, 2016). In total, the number of event publications rose from 150 in the years between 1998 and 2003 to 337 in the 5-year period starting 2008 (S. B. Park & Park, 2017). Amid this burgeoning of events research, S. B. Park and Park (2017) found themes that dominated the research published between 1998 and 2013—namely those of destination, management, and marketing themes. These have usually involved discussion of the roles events play in destination marketing (Knott, Fyall, & Jones., 2017; Sant et al., 2013; Werner, Dickson & Hyde, 2016), providing memorable experiences (Beard & Russ, 2017), and its impacts on destinations and venues (Michelini, Iasevoli, & Theodoraki, 2017; Testa & Metter, 2017). These articles continue the field’s preoccupation on event instrumentality, while neglecting other aspects such as those of risk management (Harris, Jago, Allen, & Huyskens, 2001), event failure (Getz, 2010; Getz & Page, 2016; Harris et al., 2001), and the study of events at a macrolevel (Page & Connell, 2012).

Despite the depth and breadth of existing events research, two key criticisms persist: the lack
of theoretical standing and critical examination (Baum et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2013; Lockstone-Binney & Ong, 2019). Although there have been attempts to develop theories and assessment frameworks (Holmes & Ali-Knight, 2017; Sadd, Fyall, & Wardrop, 2017), these remain largely theoretical and empirically untested. There has also been strong criticism of the positivism that dominates event studies, especially as it relates to their instrumentality, without sufficient reflection and critical study (Rojek, 2014). The nascent rise of critical event studies (CES) is imperative to address Tribe’s (2008) call to resist the positivist agenda by engaging in critical research to set an agenda for ethical management, governance, and coexistence with the wider external world. It is this area of event studies research that we focus on in this special issue.

Critical Event Studies

In considering critical event studies, a brief reference to critical pedagogy is made before an initial look at Critical Management Studies (CMS) prior to consideration of CES. As most students of education and teaching will know, Paul Freire’s Critical Pedagogy (CP) (1973) stemmed from the body of Critical Theory, whose members sought to determine what they saw as a just society (Darder, 2014). By utilizing knowledge to ensure the autonomy of the mind and possible emancipation of the oppressed, the development of a student’s critical capacity gave them the opportunity to transform their life. A banking model of education, where students receive knowledge in a predominantly passive way, on the other hand, served to oppress further (Darder, 2014).

Thus, it is interesting that it is observed that over the last two decades, CMS has been quiet and often tolerated rather than encouraged by management scholars (Dehler, 2009). King (2015) reflected that scholars have difficulty in applying CMS in management practice (whether as a volunteer or consultant) because of this resistance. Yet, academics have also been criticized for what Fournier and Grey (2000) describe as being self-referential (Alvesson, Bridgman, & Willmott, 2009), dependent on their own sphere of knowledge and not venturing beyond it.

Further, CMS has been viewed in its educational application as a loose assembly of discourses (Belhassen & Caton, 2011) outside of conventional management education. This may explain why there is an emergent discussion of the failure of CMS to be practical (King & Learmonth, 2015). Yet in a time of what is referred to as socioeconomic turbulence, there is also recognition of the need for critical management and critical management studies.

In a world foiled by social–economic turbulence, extreme movements towards political populism, movements in global trade relations, global and national wealth polarization, a rise in concern about devastating changes in the natural environment, and a resounding growth in the voice against inequalities of—or determined by—gender or sex, management education must, it is argued, change (Anderson, Hibbert, Mason, & Rivers, 2018). Could it—playing devil’s advocate here—be surmised that in the UK, the 2017 Higher Education and Research Act has, as part of its purpose, a desire to determine new modes of academic engagement for that very purpose (Anderson et al., 2018)? Or is it, as Freire (1973) saw, a reaffirmation of a functionary and oppressive process? Or is this, itself, too simplistic?

We do indeed live in turbulent times (Shapiro & Gross, 2013), but this turbulence and its affect can indicate a future of added value for CMS. There is much to infer that social, economic, and environmental changes will be a catalyst for an expansion of critical studies in the event management and event studies area(s). Similarly, Mezirow (1997) reflected on how dilemma and crisis—disorienting change—is likely to spark new forms of transformational thinking and learning. The transformation learning literature considers the need to change frames of reference in both our thinking and in the composition of answers that respond to problems or issues. For events and festivals, as an academic and research focus, and as a societal activity, transformation is no less significant and CES may be part of this transformative platform.

CES may be a timely response to counter decades of neoliberalist politicization of events and festivals, and divisive governance (Dredge & Whitford, 2010, 2011; Whitford, Phi, & Dredge, 2014). The recognition, analysis, and discourse found in critical event studies may also offer a way to move away from the neoliberalism focus of the event subject area. There are increasing numbers of the world’s population turning against (or being turned against) a model...
that has been found to be wanting and that served its time. Lamond and Platt’s (2016) edited text *Critical Event Studies—Approaches to Research* is an important collection of work from many researchers who may be part of that vital recording and, perhaps, offering considerations of change. So, too, Spracklen and Lamond’s (2016) text *Critical Event Studies* offered a valuable record of the multivariety avenues in which the study of events can be found.

Although the significance of festivals and events and contestation is being mapped well, and has been for at least a decade, for example, place (Quinn, 2005; Waterman, 1998); identity (Brennan-Horley, Connell, & Gibson, 2007; Jeong & Santos, 2004); meaning (Matheson, 2008; O’Callaghan & Linehan, 2007); culture (Johnson, 2006; Waterman, 1998), and cultural capital (O’Callaghan & Linehan, 2007), there are fewer views of what is beyond neoliberalism. Again, reference to the socioeconomic and sociopolitical turbulence of neoliberalism may explain this. It is determined by the here and now, by the very systems that much of the critical studies literature comment upon. Yet turbulence has not only an immediate effect, it has an effect further down the line—forward into the future. Accordingly, while much of the critical event studies literature indicates that it looks to determine pathways beyond the managerial or functional base in which event management is historically housed, it is unclear if it also refutes the future for being too simplistic or whether it feels the future can only be determined by the past and the now.

However, while it is true that the future is one element of critical event study that has received less thought, this does not mean it will continue do so. The chapters of the Spracklen and Lamond (2016) monographs offered eleven lenses into critical event studies. So, while there is an absence of overarching or strong unification, this may simply be evidence of what Fournier and Grey (2000) described as self-affirmation and dependence on their own body of knowledge. As it grows this is likely to change.

**Lenses of Critical Event Studies in This Special Issue**

Adding to Lamond and Platt (2016) and Spracklen and Lamond’s (2016) publications, this special issue was aimed at challenging the positivist agenda by examining events’ role in relation to ethics, governance, and the wider world. The articles included in this special issue challenge the status quo by ascribing meaning to events beyond the neoliberalism that governs the expansionist ambitions of many events.

The instrumentality of events continues to be examined in this critical context, particularly as they relate to rurality, social cohesion, and identities. Moving away from the typical metropolitan focus of event studies, Mair and Duffy adopt a case study approach to examine the ability of the Clunestown Book Festival in rural Victoria, Australia, to address community concerns. As a retiring urban population moves into rural regions in search of a quieter lifestyle, their entrance brings with them a diversity that can result in social tensions. Mair and Duffy explore the event in relation to its aims of economic renewal, social inclusion, and sustainability, focusing on its success in building three forms of social capital within its community—bonding, bridging, and linking. The positive outcomes of the Clunestown Book Festival benefit those within its organizing committee and attendees, and those not directly involved in the event. Continuing the focus on rurality, Beer’s autoethnographic study reflects on his personal experience as an attendee at rural shows, focusing on the evolution of events from being rural-focused to commodifying rurality. He evaluates changes wrought by four decades of rural event attendance and criticizes the current state of rural events for forsaking their main identity and creating an experience where urban consumerism takes center stage while quintessentially country activities such as sheep shows are relegated to sideshows.

Sporting events explored in this special issue provide critique of the environments and contexts within which such events operate. In particular, sports mega-events are in the spotlight due to the large-scale impacts they have. Examining the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games, Sharp and Finkel emphasize the consultative stakeholder approach taken by Glasgow City Council to achieve national and local aims for the event. By building legacy consultation process in at the bidding stage, Sharp and Finkel describe how the event allowed for greater consultation, and consequently, stronger implementation of longer-lasting legacy governance structures and flexibility in execution.
This positive example is used to encourage other events to consult with their communities early so that the benefits of hosting such events last longer and have a broader reach. Widening the focus to sports mega-events in general, Kirby, Duignan, and McGillivray critique the potentially exclusionary structures of such events and how they limit small and medium local businesses to reap the benefits of increased attendance. They call into question the leveraging legacies left in the wake of such mega-events, especially as they continue to be used as justification by cities in their bids to host. Continuing the contextual focus on sports mega-events, Nichols, Benson, and Holmes critique the regulatory capitalism employed at the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games, with specific focus on volunteer research. As an autoethnographic study, the research team reflected on their experience working with the main market research company and demonstrate the impacts resulting from this regulatory capitalism on public accountability, research access, and ethics. Their research serves as caution against unfettered neoliberalism in the age of mega-events, with myriad implications that have to be taken into consideration and balanced against the timely delivery of such complex events.

Contestations of identity are also explored in relation to events in this special issue. Kennell, Šuligoj, and Lesjak extend the geographical sphere of CES to former states of Yugoslavia, where the political and cultural narratives of their identities are shaped by commemorative events. In examining darkness beyond the concept of entertainment and leisure, Kennell et al, posit that the darkness of an event is proportional to the kind of memories they draw on and the contemporary political significance of the occasion for commemoration. Further to this, Ong and Goh also take on the issue of identity as expressed by events, providing an in-depth case study of Pink Dot, a pride event in Singapore. As a pride event that is exclusively attended only by its citizens, it resists commodification while functioning as a vehicle for social change that is at once expressive and restricted by the stringent laws it operates in. Events’ ability to contest identities and physical space is also explored in Jarvis’s article on the 2014 Cleveland/Akron Gay Games, an event that has leaves sociopolitical and sport legacies. As with Pink Dot, Jarvis describes the Gay Games as an accelerator of social acceptance towards the LGBT community, challenging the heteronormativity that generally governs sports. This contestation of marginalization is also a key theme of Zigomo and Hull’s research on the decolonization of art exhibitions in Zimbabwe through the democratizing power of co-creation. By positioning the professional event organizer’s risk aversion and time efficiency as a form of neoliberal colonization, Zigomo and Hull encourage the use of participatory event design with artist input to resist this colonization.

Chen, Mason, and Misener provide a critical discourse analysis of the representation of Indigenous Canadians in the media coverage of two international Indigenous sport events held in Canada in 2017. With reference to suggested gaps in both assimilation policy and education in Canada, and the confines of the mainstream media platform there, Chen et al. comment on how the limited consideration of settler colonialism elsewhere may indicate a deficiency in management studies.

In the area of event management education, Werner, Wang, and Gray chart the development of a Sino-German double degree program to parallel Getz’s (2012) pyramidal hierarchy, progressing from operational focus to critical discussions relating to events. This progression of an event studies program is further reinforced at the highest level of education. In this respect, Lockstone-Binney evaluates the contributions to knowledge led by doctoral theses in Australia to conclude that sociology remains the key focus of event studies at the highest level of study. Lockstone-Binney also identifies gaps in knowledge, with recommendations ranging from the study of health benefits of event participation to environmental and sustainability impacts of events. This latter point is emphasized by Harris and Schlenker, with their study on the environmental impacts of Australian public events as critical to the future of events. With direction from event organizers, the findings of Harris and Schlenker point to a move away from an overemphasis on financial gain with concessions made towards environmental sustainability in its place.

In their research note, Robertson, Hutton, and Brown consider that there has been an overemphasis on planned behaviorist approaches to crowd management at outdoor music festivals, and not enough
on the real time design of attendee experience. Referring to ethnographic data captures at outdoor music festivals in Adelaide, Australia, Robertson et al. propose a new set of responsibilities for music festival directors in what they consider as being a new construct of transformative civic responsibility at a critical time of social-economic turbulence. Their work draws on positive psychology (Filep, Volic, & Lee, 2015).

Establishing Critical Event Methodologies

Lamond and Platt (2016) provided a significant consideration of the wide variety of research approaches being used by international academics whose interests lie within the reach of this emerging events field. Their text presented case studies and discussed different methodological approaches applicable to research within critical event studies (CES) and reaffirmed the need for more innovative research approaches away from more pragmatic business orientated ones. Pernecky’s (2016) review and guide to qualitative research considered that “it is inadequate to speak of one realism, empiricism, rationalism, and idealism univocally; rather, there is a multiplicity of perspectives, and these have evolved and spilled over into other territories to give rise to modified outlooks” (p. 3). The importance of establishing critical methodologies has long been debated in tourism and Tribe (2007) highlighted the development of critical theory and questions the existence of a “business of tourism” (p. 33) paradigm that could be hostile to other interpretivist approaches. Veal (1997) also noted how tourism research has been driven by the demands of business to a much greater extent than other disciplines. There are promising signs for criticality when introducing the idea of the Foucauldian notion of discourse, using the tourist gaze (Urry, 1990) and showing how it acts in tourism and events research to direct how we perceive reality. Tribe (2007) and Chambers (2007) also noted the move towards a more critical approach but this is far from being a major paradigmatic shift. Echoing the work of Lamond and Platt (2016), Phillimore and Goodson (2004) also stated that “the time has come for tourism researchers to be more self-critical and more adventurous” (p. 193), trying new techniques in the field and with research participants, as well as developing a more reflexive approach to their work. There is an evident need for future event studies research to involve both positivistic and interpretivist philosophical traditions using both qualitative and quantitative data and groups of researchers rather than just individuals. Within the articles presented in this special issue, we witness a myriad of event methodologies being used. It is useful to examine how far these methodologies are pushing boundaries and aiming to be critical in their approach.

Some articles present an inherently theoretical approach testing new frameworks and approaches to the analysis of secondary research. Wood, Jepson, and Stadler present a framework that focuses on participatory arts events where the making/doing of something achievable in an inclusive, creative, and accessible setting is not only a vital part of the experience but is also a catalyst for important social interactions that potentially improve well-being. The proposed framework guides research into the processes that occur to in experiencing a socially creative activity. In more fully understanding these processes, arts events can be better designed to maximize the benefits to those participating, thus enabling a contribution analysis approach (Mayne, 2008). Wood et al. discuss the use of a systematic review when constructing this conceptual article using secondary research to draw together key areas previously omitted from event management studies. This focus around the key themes of older demographics, wellness, and participation is befitting CES. Kirkby, Duignan, and McGillivray also use desk-based review to identify and analyze the current state of the art on medium-sized business (MSB) impacts and their role and relationship to mega-sport event (MSE) bidding, planning, and delivery.

Mair and Duffy adopt a qualitative methodological approach for gaining an understanding of the role bridging and linking social capital played in their research. The study adopted a phenomenological approach, in order to explore the lived experience of those being interviewed (Szarycz, 2009). Schulendorf, Thomson, and Schlenker (2011) discussed how social capital arises out of opportunities for socializing using participant observation as well as in-depth interviews with community stakeholders to observe and have participants reflect upon the emotional and affective relations
Other qualitative methods used in this special issue include case study analysis. Yin (2014) suggested that a case study methodology is appropriate for exploratory research such as contained in some of these articles, especially when the focus is “a contemporary phenomenon within some real-life context.” Creswell (2007) explained, a case study approach is appropriate when the “inquirer has clearly identifiable cases with boundaries and seeks to provide an in-depth understanding of the cases or comparison of several cases” (p. 74). Kennell, Šuligoj, and Lesjak’s examination of commemorative events associated with conflicts in the countries of the former Yugoslavia uses a purposive sample (Lavrakas, 2008) and makes use of the concept of collective memory to understand the relationship between commemorative events and memory in postconflict societies specifically. This examination of socio and political impacts through the prism of collective memory contributes to the emerging field of critical events studies.

Qualitative approaches such as stakeholder and resident interviews are not unique but as in the case of Jarvis’s work with the Gay Games in Cleveland/Akron, the originality lies with the area of research and the understanding of the potential legacies of the Games. This qualitative method was felt to better understand opinions, relationships, and connections attached to the event (Mackellar, 2013), of not only those more closely connected to the Games, such as stakeholders but also those citizens not associated with the event. In the pursuit of understanding, Chen, Mason, and Misener’s application of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) to media coverage of two Indigenous sport events is informed by settler colonialism, supporting Fairclough’s (2010) assertion that CDA should be informed by other social theories.

Harris and Schlenker’s examination of event sustainability is one of the few articles that uses a standardized quantitative approach. Exploratory in nature, the work intended to both develop an appreciation of what currently constitutes best practice in an area of evolving concern to event owners and managers, and to raise matters that might be further explored through more focused studies. Their work with the Sustainable Events Alliance as one of the industry’s lead body in this area is unique and adds to the depth and originality of findings.
Conclusion

This special issue of Event Management is a celebration of event studies and its development. It is also a pause for thought about the extent of event studies as an area of critical study. We celebrate the work that is presented in this collection and anticipate that there will be more to come. The voices captured here are important, each offering a reflection on the stimulation of the environment on which they comment, review, or translate. The contributions offer clear evidence of a transition in event studies, rather than an overt transformation towards critical events studies.

Given the ubiquitous nature of organized events in modern society, their capacity to either determine, affect, or house new paths of research should not be a revelation. On the face of it, nor should the purpose, form, methodology, or methods that may be encompassed by event studies be a surprise. However, critical mass and confidence take time to form, and new works in event studies contribute to that transition, providing a base for a transformative change. Accordingly, this special issue is an important record of contributions towards critical change, that is, Critical Event Studies.
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